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Editorial

Dear readers,
I am pleased to be able to present our first,
digital membership magazine to you today.
2020 was an eventful year, also for LogCoop
GmbH. It is quite important for us to review
the year here and now.
The first quarter held two important trade fair
dates in store for us. In February we took the
first step towards digitization and presented
ourselves virtually with three trade fair stands
at the Logfair. In March it was supposed to go
to Stuttgart
LogiMat. In the spirit of LogCoop 2.0, it was
planned to break new ground here as well and
to hold themed days with an industry focus for
the first time.
At the beginning of March, the global spread
of COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the
WHO. Nobody was really prepared for this, but
we all reacted quickly and adapted to the situation.
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The newly launched country, regional and industry meetings became web conferences at
short notice and the frequency was increased
in order to cope with this extraordinary situation together. In order to keep you informed
about current topics, projects and events in a
timely manner, we have established our newsletter which has been sent by email 3-4 times
a month since then.
We quickly transferred our planned trade fair
presence to the digital world - so we initiated
our own digital special event at LOGfair with
the expert rounds planned for LogiMAT.

Depending on the situation, digitization, of
which I‘ve always been a friend, has given us
an enormous, almost frightening boost. With
our new intranet (MRM), we have set a major
milestone.
Our digital general assembly in November
was certainly a highlight. This was a new situation for everyone and we are all the more
pleased about the high audience rating and
the positive feedback from the members.
At this point I would like to once again welcome the 25 new members that we were able
to win over for our cooperation this year.
With 215 members in 11 European countries,
we are still the largest network in Europe. A
community in which we feel and think internationally.
We have already presented our planned projects for 2021 at the General Assembly. The
new year can come, WE are ready!
„I wish you all, your employees and families,
despite the further worsening corona situation, a peaceful and relaxing Christmas season
and a good transition into a hopefully calmer
and happier year 2021.“
Yours
Marc Possekel
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LOGCOOP INTRANET
The Communication Platform

WHAT CAN THE NEW INTRANET DO

September 24, 2020 was the start for our new intranet in terms of
an mrm (member relationship management).

In the past few months we have dealt intensively with this topic, taken up the feedback
from the circle of members and carefully analyzed the growing requirements.
After extensive research into suitable software, we decided on a new, well-established
and above all flexible system from Microsoft.
This ensures that we can respond to your
needs and requirements even faster in the
future and implement them in order to continue to meet your requirements in the future.
We have spared no effort or expense and are
proud to present the new LogCoop intranet
to you.
The new intranet offers extensive new functionalities in order to be able to work in an
even more targeted manner. Intuitive handling, full multilingualism, an optimized setup
and clear structures will convince you.

One system for all matters.
The intranet is now our central
communication and information tool and should establish itself as an important, daily used
work tool.

Store all relevant data about your company
in the company profile. This gives the other
members a precise overview of your portfolio,
you are quickly found as a potential partner
and we can market your company in a targeted manner.
All contact persons, as well as responsibilities,
should also be stored. Each employee has
their own access to the intranet. This should
also contribute to better communication in
the chat, which is of course also integrated.
In future, tenders and inquiries will be managed centrally via the intranet and distributed
based on profile data. You can easily submit
your inquiries yourself using the appropriate
form and respond directly to inquiries from other members.
The release is just the first step. In the coming
weeks, months and years, the system will be
gradually developed.

•

full multilingualism
(curent: DE, FR, EN, ES)

•

Inquiry handling
Transport and Warehousing inquiries, put
in / watch and answer directly

•

Members lists
Overview of all mermbers with
contact persons
Overview of all warehousing sites
Individual company profiles

•

Networking
Chat with theme „rooms“
Possibility to chat directly between
the members

•

Download area
Brochures / Newsletter / Event calendar
Instructions / Framework contract partner

•

FAQ-area

•

Direct connection between LogCoop
employees and partner sites
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BRANCH MEETINGS

LogCoop Working group
„Sea freight / Air freight & Special
transports“ meets in the largest
inland port in he world

Working group Sea freight /
Air freight / Special transports
Around 4 months after the kick-off meeting,
the participants of the “Sea / Air Freight & Special Transports” working group finally came together again on June 24th - real, but contemporary; physically with the necessary distance,
thematically with targeted proximity.

On February 13th, in Arnsberg, in the heart of the Sauerland, the working group
“Sea Freight / Air Freight and Special
Transport” became active for the first
time hosted by A.L.S.
With a total of 18 participants from all parts of
Germany, as well as members from Belgium
and the Netherlands, the course was set for
the further direction „Think Global, Act Local“.
With the working group participants, the LogCoop community can map all areas in international traffic: e.g. Sea freight / air freight
(import and export), intermodal solutions,
customs clearance, packaging, stuffing & stripping. Heavy goods transport, oversized, project loads and heavy goods handling are also
in the portfolio of the working group.
Everything from a single source - in a neutral,

medium-sized network, with the highest level of
competence and many years of experience. We
are represented in the hinterland with barge
and rail operators, container trucking, terminals
including shipping company depots and also in
the most important seaports: Hamburg, Bremen / Bremerhaven, Antwerp and Rotterdam.

WORKING GROUP MEMBERS
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...wenn alles vom
Transport abhängt!

Even if Duisburg likes to see itself as the center
of the logistics world, our Northern Lights from
the Hanseatic cities of Hamburg and Bremen,
in particular, have to travel a long way to visit
the former embers of the steel industry in the
summer heat. The two hosts Christian Woitag
(CTV) and Maik Brandel (Seacon) had prepared
the conference room in the best possible way
- put the chairs apart, provided chilled drinks
and a delicious snack, the room well ventilated and the must-have in Corona times; Masks
and disinfectants were on display.
After a short round of introductions to the
new members and a general update, the next
steps in terms of “Think Global, Act Local” were
worked out. Everything from a single source in a neutral, medium-sized network, the specialists and #maker types want to get going.

Container transport and sea freight in the
portfolio for all LogCoop members, with the
highest level of competence, market-driven
rates and many years of experience. The organization of air freight and special transport
are equally important. The concept for marketing and solutions for simple processing will
be presented to all members at the upcoming
LogCoop General Assembly.
The guest lecture or presentation by Lars WichKuhnlein, Sales Manager of Duisburger Hafen
AG (duisport) showed the working group the
possibilities and further development of container transport on the China - Duisburg route by train. „Faster than the ship and cheaper
than by plane“ and up to 72 block trains per
week. The subsequent open question and discussion session was lively and informative for
everyone involved.
The same applies to the final item on the
agenda, a real highlight and part of industrial
culture.
The port of Duisburg was explored together
with the passenger ship “Rheinfels”. During the
2-hour tour, you experienced the ship traffic
on the Rhine, at a Ruhrorter level of 3.70 meters, cruise ships anchored due to Corona, repair work at the shipyard, the last coal hill on
the future trimodal terminal and the terminal
operation at ours Member of Hutchison Ports
/ DeCeTe. With Bockwurst and non-alcoholic
wheat beer there was also time to discuss the
further implementation of the tasks, maintain
personal exchanges and arrange the next
meeting.
In october, november and december three
more meetings took place in digital form.

Networking

Working group
Sea freight / Air freight /
Special Transport
Presented by Christoph Dahlmann,
at the LogCoop plenary meeting

The question „What added value can we create for our members?“ was the first challenge.
At the Logcoop General Assembly in 2019,
the first meeting of members working in the
field of sea freight, air freight and/or special
transport was held. 16 members agreed immediately and the kick-off meeting was well
attended.
The aim of the work was to work out which
synergies can be used to pass on well-founded specialist knowledge to the medium-sized entrepreneurs so that they can act on
an equal footing with the global players. One
example is that customer enquiries cannot
be answered because there is a lack of expertise in the specialisations. An example would
be customs matters from overseas.

large corporation. In this case, customer loyalty
is increased by expanding the portfolio by drawing on the strengths of the other members.
After four meetings this year, the working
group has already been successful. An improved rate purchasing could be achieved,
comparison possibilities in airfreight regarding the current rate ping-pong in the Far
East and an additional loading possibility on
the container train of TCU GmbH was made
possible by Ralf Albrecht (ACITO LOGISTICS).
The new LogCoop Intranet also offers a list
of the members of the working group, which
creates transparency. The possibility of exchange, assistance with problems and advice for LogCoop members is thus given in the
working group and already includes a wide
range of services.

If the company is unable to deal with these
customer enquiries, they have to be passed
on to the competition, which is a pity because
a small company could respond to customer
requests in a much more personal way than a

Contact persons:
Carsten Berger, LogCoop GmbH
Christoph Dahlmann, A.L.S. Allgemeine
Land- und Seespedition GmbH

Aim of the working group
•

Using synergies

•

Members know exactly who to contact if
they have a problem

•

Customer satisfaction through portfolio
expansion, by drawing on the strengths of
other members

•

offer all LogCoop members a wide range
of services

•

achieve competitive advantages through
bundled expertise and improved freight
purchasing

•

possibly win together customers not yet
reached

•

Consultation of all LogCoop partners and
possibly joint discussions with potential
customers
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BRANCH MEETINGS

Coming soon
Working group
Fresh logistics

Working group Building materials

Kick-Off Meeting
in January 2021

Advertisement

On 27 October the building materials working group met for the first time. Marc
Possekel, managing director of LogCoop,
welcomed the members in an online meeting.

GIVE UP NO SHIPMENT
FOR LOST!

VISUAL TRACKING OF PALLETISED
CONSIGNMENTS

Direct connection with your freight forwarding software
Rapid indoor positioning and researches with
maximum overview
DSGVO-compliant video solution that respects the privacy rights
of employees
Greater security: guaranteed compliance with AEO
and TAPA standards
Unambiguous transfer of liability
Satisfied customers through quality assurance
DEUTSCHE INDUSTRIE VIDEO SYSTEM GMBH • EIDERHÖHE 1 • 24582 BORDESHOLM • GERMANY

www.divis.eu

The agenda on the topic of building materials
logistics was well filled. An important topic was
the optimisation of return loads and reduction
of empty kilometres. The proportion of empty
kilometres is very high in the building materials industry. Especially towards the east, the
empty mileage can be up to 80 km.
Especially with special equipment such as
silos or cranes, there is the problem of finding suitable loads for the return journey.
Here all participants agreed that greater efficiency can be achieved by working together.
In cooperation with the companies, a grid is
drawn up, which lists the working levels for
dispatching at the warehouse locations and
an overview of the problem areas where there
is no return load. This data will later be made
available to all members on the LogCoop Intranet.

When it came to the topic of „Benchmarking purchasing equipment“, it soon became
clear that not only the negotiation of attractive conditions of e.g: forklift trucks, but also
the exchange and discussion of experiences
(pros and cons) with the respective equipment among the members. Technology also
plays a major role in building materials logistics. It is therefore planned to establish a subworking group next year. Mr. Dröppelmann,
Schmidt & Tönnies GmbH declared himself
willing to lead this. Many thanks for this. It is
always nice to see how further ideas develop in a mutual exchange. #togetherstrong
The next meeting of the working group will
take place in mid-January.

Contact person:
Marc Possekel, LogCoop GmbH

Networking

COUNTRY MEETING

Looking
forward(ing)

¡Viva España!

The 1st LogCoop Spain Day took place on
March 3rd, 2020 in the home of Spanish
member Paul & Truck in Valencia. 18 participants from 10 companies from Spain
and Germany came together here.
Two exciting and interesting lectures filled the
morning. Marta Rubio from the Valencia Chamber of Commerce and Industry gave an impressive presentation of the Generalitat Valencia‘s
projects for international business relations.
This was followed by a lecture by Josep María
Sallés, writer and founder of the Spanish freight
exchange WTransnet on „New business opportunities, how do I focus correctly“.
In the afternoon, opportunities, tools and actions were developed in workshops that make
it easier for our international members to create synergies in order to work together with other members.
Our Spanish members are actively committed
to supporting the LogCoop with their suggestions for closer cooperation, cooperation and
enthusiasm.
Contact persons:

At the beginning of April we were all faced with
new, major challenges. The situation raised
many questions and problems for all of us,
especially those relating to logistics and transport. Export and import restrictions in the
countries, sanitary requirements and the current situation on the streets, especially at petrol stations and rest areas (truck drivers are
denied the use of the sanitary facilities and the
service in the station) make the conditions for
truck drivers more and more difficult.
In order to tackle the situation #together
strong, a virtual special meeting was convened
for April 8th, 2020.
14 LogCoop members from Spain and Germany came together to exchange ideas about the
current situation and, above all, to work out
solutions for the near future.
After individual reports on the status of the
companies, it turned out that some of the Spanish companies had to cease their operations.
Due to the current, uncertain situation, it was
decided to meet weekly from now on in order
to discuss upcoming topics and possible cooperation as soon as possible.

In the days that followed, company profiles
were created by the companies and exchanged among themselves in order to be able to
define intersections. We have also set up our
own Spanish chat on our intranet in order to
be able to respond more quickly to inquiries.

The Spain meeting took place
from April to August weekly,
virtually in Spanish, with translation into English.
The meeting continues to take place regularly.
The dates can be found in our event calendar.

Elisabet Castro, LogCoop GmbH
Joan Roig, Logistock Logistica Integral S.L.
Guillermo Menendez, Mestrans S.L.
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TOUR DE FRANCE
LogCoop France Tour

Three days France - six members of the
Tred Union - a diary. In July, Henning Metzger, Membership Manager at LogCoop,
visited six members of the Tred Union to
further develop cooperation. He has recorded his stages and the most important
facts about the companies for us below.
Toulouse 8.7.2020:
Here I met with TredUnion members Denjean
Transports and Transports Rigoni. I was very
kindly received and we immediately talked about national and international transport.
Denjean Transports is very active in commercial logistics, where they transport fresh produce for the major food retailers. Here there
is an exchange through the three own branches in France, which guarantees a brisk flow
of food products. Fixed delivery time windows
to the large supermarkets, help the players to
plan their routes and thus ensure a smooth
distribution of goods at national level. The
international division is also served, but at a
still low level. The company‘s own warehouses
round off the portfolio, because here general
cargo pallets and logistics customers can be
served equally. There is also consistent investment in new technologies - there are currently
six gas trucks in the fleet - the company is very
satisfied with the reliability and performance
of the new trucks. The company is family run
and the next generation is already on board.
Transports Rigoni is also an owner-managed
company, which with about 50 employees
supplies the south of France, as well as Spain
and some Italy. The core competence lies in

the import and export of building materials and
building materials, which are delivered with suitable equipment to the final recipient. Many
different types of truck bodies allow Rigoni to
provide individual concepts for the customers.
Also here branch offices - as for example in Valencia - help for fast and correct delivery to the
final recipient - classical in direct traffic and rollout the next day.
Great contacts and very professional management, who have kept both feet on the ground
and who see their profession as a calling and
act in the same way.
Lyon 9.7.2020:
After a very scenic tour, from Toulouse to Lyon,
I had the opportunity to visit the next three
members of the TredUnion in alpine surroundings. The high alpine area, around Lyon, is a
true poem and it is
simply a pleasure to see the Alps. One man‘s
joy is another man‘s sorrow - the deliveries in
the mountain region are very often done by
special vehicles with little usable load and therefore this is an absolute job for experts.
The following TredUnion members were present at the meeting: NCD TRANS / QUERLIOZ / TPS COING As in Toulouse, companies
have found their own niche here and have
been members of TredUnion for a long time.
Within the TredUnion, the company NCD TRANS
is also active in the field of truck-mounted forklifts and handles deliveries and collections in
the area around Lyon. Due to this specialisation, even difficult projects in difficult terrain can

be realised. A small warehouse for the heavy
collis and bulky goods completes the portfolio.
International transports are not yet handled, as
this forwarding agency has specialised in the
national and especially in the market „around
Lyon“.
QUERLIOZ also focuses on the family environment. After the foundation in 1954, the family members have always been at the forefront
of the company and are gradually expanding
the business. Meanwhile the grandsons of the
founders are already working in the company
and take care of all matters.
The core competence of the company is the national transport of fresh and deep-frozen food,
as well as all industrial goods. The main route
is the north/south axis in France - i.e. national
freight with reliable personnel and own trucks
and trailer equipment. The 80 employees of the

forwarding agency operate at the highest level
to implement customer requirements.
With its special trucks, TPS COING is ideally placed to transport building materials to the valleys and mountains around Lyon. Special 4x4
trucks allow access to the most impossible building sites and customers.
The main sector is the construction industry,
for which TPS COING also provides logistics
services. This enables us to react quickly and
reactively to special requirements.
A further mainstay is the national supply
of LTL transports throughout France - customers are served virtually in the Milkrun
and the tours are reorganised daily. The general cargo of the TredPôle is also rolled
out daily in the region in and around Lyon.
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WORKING GROUPS
LogCoop France Tour

Eastern Europe and France

For more than 60 years, the owner-managed
forwarding agency has been successfully active on the market and can respond quickly and
professionally to any customer request.
Whether it is a tailor-made design of logistical
concepts (warehouse as well as open spaces)
or the organisation and execution of heavy
transports - experience and competence from
one source!
Also great contacts and very professional company management, who have kept both feet on
the ground and see their profession as a calling
and act in the same way.
Reims, 10.07.2020:
A long journey from the mountains to the
Champagne region was on the agenda. First of
all: it was the royal stage. The sun was burning
down on the way north - luckily I had a white vehicle. Very good is the motorway, which is easy
to drive on because of the toll. It is amazing how
the landscape changes completely within a few
hours - France is simply beautiful!
transarco
transports,
Arnaud
Colin
I was at transarco on Friday, the least favourable day of the week (is there a favourable day in
the transport world?). Impressive, what is going
on here. The company is very broadly based,
meaning that there is almost no goods that
cannot be transported. When I saw the goods
in the huge hall that were still on their way on
Friday, I realised - I‘m in Champagne. The pallets
of French sparkling wine were lined up in rows,
waiting for gourmet mouths all over France.
Since Arnaud Colin started with a truck in 2012,
a lot has happened in a very short time.

From bulk goods transport with special trailers (grain, maize, etc.) to truck-mounted forklifts and refrigerated goods - everything reliably
from one source. The main axes are naturally
national and here - north - south. A doer type
with a small team and big tasks!
It shows again that the members of TredUnion
and LogCoop have a lot in common. All of them
are seasoned businessmen who are always
looking for new challenges and who work out
concepts for the distribution of goods together
with their customers. I am sure that this was
not my last Tour de France! #togetherstrong
If you have any questions about the companies or the cooperation with the Tred Union,
please contact Henning Metzger.

On February 19th, 2020 the kick-off event
for the Eastern Europe and France working groups took place at BMJ Logistics in
Dietzenbach.
The aim was to highlight the challenges of the
two geographical areas and to work out a basis for joint transport and warehouse logistics
solutions for all LogCoop members.
The group of experts has enormous knowhow as well as a great knowledge advantage in
complex topics, such as Customs regulations
in Russia highlighted.
BMJ Logistics, for example, is very active in the
field of fashion and has the expertise to clear
shipments to Russia through customs. A postal license for Russia is available.

There are also some challenges in the French
market. Many freight forwarders shy away
from the market - LogCoop does not. In this
context, our partner network Tred Union was
presented in more detail and the options for
storage / temporary storage were shown.
With Tred Union, we have a strong partner at
our side - we need to use this more intensively
and strengthen cooperation.
In preparation for the next working group
meeting, the flow of goods of the individual
members is now being analyzed in order to
implement joint projects and generate added
value for all of us.
Contact person:
Henning Metzger, LogCoop GmbH
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WORKING GROUP
United Kingdom
Janssen Distribution Services
and Exact Logistics establish
regular service between
United Kingdom &
Netherlands / DACH

On 23.09.2020 the kick-off event for our
working group „UK“ took place as a web
conference.
The working group follows on from our UK Day,
which took place on 26 November 2019 in Düsseldorf.
The field of participants was wide with companies from 6 European countries (UK, France,
Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and Germany).
The main focus of the event was on the still topical and sensitive topic of „Brexite“ and its effects.
After the introduction of the participating companies, the event started with an interesting
presentation about customs modalities in relation to brexite, presented by Christina Gerspach, Acito Logistics. Which regions are affected and what impact will it have on forwarders
and service providers? A before/after scenario
and a brexite checklist were also presented.
Exact Logistics presented the new Groupage
Service, which was developed together with
Janssen Distribution. The regular service connects the UK and Ireland with Germany, the
Netherlands and Belgium. If you would like to
know more about the service, which includes
special rates, door-to-door service, complete
area coverage and much more, please contact
Adam Shuter (Exact Logistics) or Cor Jansen
(Janssen Distribution) directly. For further information please visit the LogCoop InAt the end
of the event there was an interesting update
on the current Brexit situation, by Robert But-

schen from the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Düsseldorf.
If you are interested in further information,
please contact Thomas Elkenhans directly.
The lecture ended with the words „Keep calm
but be prepared for a „No Deal“ situation and
expect the worst“, thus not suggesting much
positive in the brexite topic, which has been going on for over 4 years now. But we will stay on
it, because together we are strong!
The next UK meeting will take place on
27.01.2021 as a web conference.

Contact person:
Thomas Elkenhans, LogCoop GmbH

It is about 1.5 years ago that the managers of
the two LogCoop members Janssen Distribution Services and ExactLogistics exchanged views
during a plenary meeting about the possibilities
and the development of a regular service between the Netherlands and Great Britain.
Cor Jansen (Janssen) and Adam Shuter (Exact)
are known as real #machterypes and held on
to this idea, which has since been implemented
as an established regular service between Venlo and Rugby.
As a result of the BREXIT decision, which has
now been scheduled, various players gradually
withdrew from the Netherlands and Germany
on UK routes. The demand for transport remained and the number of shipments increased
steadily. This trend is continuing!
Currently there is a regular departure every
Wednesday, for general cargo, from Venlo to
Rugby. Shipments from the United Kingdom
run in the same way and are usually delivered
on Thursday or Friday in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany.
A SWITZERLAND routing can also be mapped
via Janssen Venlo in line with market requirements.
The next step is to increase the clocked departure frequency up to 3 departures vice versa
per week, with the second round trip currently
already in production.
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REGIONAL CIRCLES
„A40-Ruhrgebiet“ district

Deep in the west - this is how Herbert Grönemeyer‘s Ruhrpott anthem begins - the
A40-Ruhrgebiet Circle met on September
25th. No, not in Bochum, but in Venlo and
Straelen, where the A40 starts from the
west. This meeting also took place as part
of a business breakfast

After the “A40-Ruhrgebiet Circle” was
founded 3 days before the lockdown, the
first personal meeting could finally take
place. The kick-off took place on July 10th
Event, as part of a business breakfast.
Appropriately - nomen est omen - 13 companies from the region along the Ruhrschnellweg came together in the Innovation City Ruhr
Bottrop at the host member Rottbeck Spedition. The meeting was organized by the Marketing and Member Management of LogCoop,
as well as the Rottbeck Spedition team, on one
of the most exciting days in general cargo forwarding, Friday. Special thanks for that!
In restrictive times, the meeting room was packed accordingly, but the current rules were
already routinely observed. In the 3-hour
event, communication and the introduction of
the companies were at the top of the agenda.
With detailed and entertaining presentations,
the exchange was open and goal-oriented,
just as you know the people in the Ruhr area.
#machertypen.
And although only half of the 27 local companies from the region took part, one thing was
quickly apparent. In the community we can offer and implement everything. Before a short
tour of the company was carried out, a team of
speakers from the A40-Ruhrgebiet district was
selected and installed.

Jutta Neumann (Baco, Düsseldorf), Karsten Blankenagel (Hermesmann, Iserlohn), Maik Brandel
(Seacon, Duisburg) and Cor Jansen (Janssen,
Venlo) will control the coordination of the district together with Carsten Berger and “keep the
troops happy”.
From the perspective of the participants, the
meeting was:

“Exactly the right thing.” “The way I imagine a cooperation to be.” “An exchange at
eye level.” “A great opportunity to get to
know each other in a relaxed atmosphere.” “Pragmatic and personal.” “Open and
honest.” Networking joy!

A total of 14 participants from the region, which
stretches east to Werl and Arnsberg, accepted
the invitation from Cor Jansen (one of the A40
group speakers), Jakob Brimmers (Raeth) and
the LogCoop team along the Ruhr Schnellweg
to „ about day-to-day business, the future and
cooperation ”, just as you know the people in
the Ruhr area. #machertypen.
In the four and a half hour event, communication and the presentation of the companies (on
site) were at the top of the agenda. The general cargo line from Venlo (Janssen) to England
(Exact) - „powered by LogCoop“ - which was
presented by Cor Jansen. . This is to be further
expanded with support from the district.
All participants were given an insight into the
range of services offered by Janssen Distribution during a tour of the company; very imposing
what is set up only 5km behind the GermanDutch border. A colorful bouquet in logistics!
Speaking of bouquet; the region is the heart of
plant logistics. A playing field that requires special know-how, special equipment and the courage to be seasonal.

This was impressively explained in the second
part of the event by our member Raeth, by the
managing partner Jakob Brimmers, including a
tour of the company.
Once again it was possible to determine which
different offers, individual strengths and special
services our network contains. The synergies
and various collaborative partnerships have
already borne fruit since the first meeting in
Bottrop - and no end in sight, the Toten Hosen
would sing!
The A40-Ruhrgebiet Circle bundles up:
Sea freight, air freight, replacement air freight
transport, heavy load transport, container trucking, container handling in the hinterland, contract logistics, storage of all types and classes
of goods, including with siding, customs clearance, courier and express services, swap body
transport, international general cargo transport, building material logistics, transport of
forklift trucks , FTL, customs clearance, disposal
logistics, city logistics, co-packaging, plant logistics, display construction, and everything that is
still not described here. Let‘s keep filling the list!
Many thanks to the hosts - this is how networking brings joy! The next meeting will take place
on Friday, January 22nd in Düsseldorf.
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REGIONAL CIRCLES
Southwest district
What do Rhineland-Palatinate,
Baden-Württemberg, France
and Switzerland have in common? The southwest district of
LogCoop!

This is one of the six LogCoop regional circles,
in which the members exchange ideas on a
professional, regional level.
Contact persons:
Henning Metzger, LogCoop GmbH
Götz Rosenberg, BRIEM Speditions GmbH

Our kick-off meeting took place on September 24th, 2020 at NUSS Logistikcenter
GmbH in Wörth. Many thanks to our host!
After a detailed introduction of all participants
and their companies, we were given the opportunity to visit the warehouse and the facility on
site.
It is very interesting to see how our LogCoop
members represent the extended workbenches of the individual OEMs.
Of course, the networking, with typical regional
specialties, was not neglected - even in the Corona period we were able to spend a round day
by far.
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Mr. Götz Rosenberg, COO of BRIEM Speditions
GmbH, was unanimously elected as the spokesman for our group.
All member companies based in the region are
cordially invited to exclude themselves from
the group, to actively network and to set new
impulses through their input.
I am very happy to be part of this regional group
and to talk and live across national borders,
„forwarding“.
In November there will be another virtual meeting at which we will deal with the topics that we
highlighted at the kick-off event.

Networking

REGIONAL CIRCLES
Cologne district

Coming soon

Rhein Main
Circle
Kick-Off Meeting
on January 28th 2021
Contact person:
The Cologne circle has been a well-established regional meeting place for years.
The LogCoop members from the greater Cologne area meet regularly for network meetings
and exchange information on current, specialist topics and challenges. Controversial discussions are held and solutions to problems
are found together. This is a wonderful example of how active networking works.

Thomas Elkenhans,
LogCoop GmbH
In 2020, several out-of-series meetings were
held as web conferences to exchange views on
current developments around Corona and the
challenges it faces.

Southeast Circle
Kick-Off Meeting
on January 29th 2021
Contact person:
Henning Metzger,
LogCoop GmbH

Contact persons:
Thomas Elkenhans, LogCoop GmbH
Julius Ante, Gilog GmbH
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Networking
Android, iOS,
Windows

REGIONAL CIRCLES

Keine Programmierkenntnisse notwendig

Online &
offline nutzbar



Datenschutzkonform

Kompatibel
mittels REST-API




  
  
   

„BOWLING“ district

• unabhängig & flexibel
• einfach & schnell
• Daten erfassen digital &
strukturiert

With the short lead time of only 10
weeks, a further regional district was
created under the LogCoop flag the BOWLING circle.

www.smapOne.com

Connoisseurs of the sports scene know that
bowling is a variant of the precision sport of
bowling, which originated in the United States
at the end of the 19th century. A ball with holes for the fingers is thrown onto a formation
of 10 pins called skittles.

Advertisement

What does this have to do with the LogCoop?
Nothing!

„BREMEN-OST-WESTFALEN-LIPPE,
INKL. NIEDERLÄNDISCHE UND
SÄCHSISCHE GRENZGEBIETE“

The BOWLING-Kreis comprises all member
companies in the region Bremen-East-Westphalia-Lippe, including Dutch and Saxon
border areas.
The so-called kick-off meeting took place on
28 September, not as planned at the end of
August at the member Rhein West Güterverkehr in Emsdetten, but without further ado
as an ONLINE meeting. A conceivably unfavourable initial situation, which was brought
to us by the corona eruption in Emsdetten.
But
once
again
it
became
clear what makes medium-sized companies tick. Flexible and cooperative!
A TEAMS meeting was thus created from a
face-to-face event within just 2 hours. 10 companies introduced themselves to each other in
an impressive way.

Flexible
Nutzerverwaltung

Expertise in the areas of land transport, air
freight, sea freight, inland waterways, intermodal, storage, contract logistics, finishing,
picking, processing, dangerous goods, waste
transport, truck-mounted forklifts, building
materials trade or transport, trade logistics,
furniture and moving logistics, beverage logistics, manufacture of handbags, and much
more. - everything in the region - STRIKE!

In this community, all requirements for service
providers and individual solutions for shippers
and trade can be represented and there is little room for antiquated competitive thinking.
Already during this „meeting“ the first synergies were recognised and subsequently deepened.

A promising outlook for the next meeting on
5th February 2021.
Contact persons:
Carsten Berger, LogCoop GmbH
Andreas Karkos, Martin Oelrich GmbH & Co.KG

Andreas Karkos (Managing Director, Martin
Oelrich GmbH & Co.KG) was unanimously
elected as regional group spokesman! Congratulations on the election!
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Networking

WORKSHOPS
E-Fulfillment
for Non-E-Fulfillers
Achim Gallmann, Managing Director of
Deventer Kontraktlogistik GmbH, offered the
warehouse network members present a comprehensive insight into the workflows and processes of a modern fulfillment service provider.
Before it went into practice, into the warehouse operation, the theory was on the agenda.
Deventer showed the development of the last
few years from a standard logistics provider
to a fulfilment expert. Topics such as IT interfaces, software, webshop connections, master
data management, right up to external presentation with a corresponding website, were
explained and discussed.
The conclusion was that e-fulfillment is generally feasible for everyone, but cannot be
implemented overnight. Learning by doing is
the motto and one should learn in small steps
before offering the customer services such as

Renaming:
Deventer KontraktLogistik GmbH
is now Ontaro GmbH

Amazon Prime and exposing oneself to high
requirements, e.g. service level agreements.
After the theory, we went to the well-filled Deventer warehouse. Last year, the company invested in a modern shelving system. With the
help of modern equipment, the order pickers
manually assemble the orders before they are
transported to the packing station where, depending on the customer‘s wishes, they are
provided with VAS such as special packaging,
greeting cards, vouchers, etc. All in all, it was a
great and pleasant experience.
All in all, it was a great and informative day,
with interesting insights into the processes of
e-fulfillment.
We would like to thank Deventer, and especially Achim Gallmann, for the opportunity to
experience e-fulfillment first hand.

Calculation bases
in warehouse logistics

hre individuelle Tankplanung.
Einfach und effizient
UTA SmartCockpit®
Jetzt aktivieren!
2 Monate gratis testen*

n 27 May 2020 the workshop „Calculation bases in warehouse logistics“, led by Oliver Arthecker, took place for the first
time.
With 22 participants from different areas of the camp network
members, the workshop was very well attended. In times of Covid-19 the workshop was held as a webinar, which worked very
well with the help of modern technology.
The contents of the presentation essentially covered four thematic areas:
1. Cost components of a full cost calculation
2. Practical simulation of a warehouse calculation
3. Determination of sales prices
4. Planning the annual budget

„

Due to the great interest, the workshop was held again in October
2020.

Feedback from participating members:
„Very good practical relevance - you
can see the experience and that a
practitioner was at work here“.
„Tight organisation - clearly demonstrated - some things were self-explanatory, otherwise well explained“.
„Very good transfer of information
- dynamically presented and proceeded at an appropriate pace“.
„Good overview, as well as very helpful to see the full costs - practical!
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What was offered here was a real
know-how transfer, according to the
tenor of the individual participants.

*gilt nur für UTA Kunden.
Wenden Sie sich an Ihren Partner
Manager Jens Bülte T 01605325589
M jens.buelte@uta.com

Shared Services

WORKSHOPS
Social Media Intensive Coaching
How do social business portals work and
how can I use them productively for my
company?
From July to September 2020, we offered
a series of workshops on this very topic
in cooperation with their partner „Sievers
Group“. With a focus on the social media
platform „LinkedIn“, coach Sarah Torkornoo
led the ten participants from the LogCoop
membership through three coaching modules, divided into nine training units. The
participants were involved interactively and
so there was also „homework“ after each online session. The group grew close together
during the weeks.
Module 1 Branding on Social Media
What is the real hype around social media and what is behind it? What is the difference
between corporate and personal branding?
The first hours of our webinar series were
very „intense“ in the truest sense of the
word. Coach Sarah Torkornoo, social media
specialist from the Sievers Group, took the
participants on a „deep dive“ into the vastness of the social media world and used
some well-known examples to show the
differences between personal brand and
corporate brand.
Conclusion: The first step for a successful
online presence is a professional and personal brand on B2B networks such as LinkedIn.
This had to be worked out together in the
coming weeks.

The „virtual profile“ also needs a clear branding strategy. Sarah Torkornoo‘s presentation
and explanations quickly revealed the symbiosis between the „personal brand“ and the
„corporate brand“ (company profile). If these
two brands harmonise, one reaches one‘s target group, attracts attention and finally manages to generate qualified leads.
Module 2
Strategic Networking
Are you shouting your message to the world
and no one or the wrong people are hearing it? Being more present on social media
is always strongly related to your reach and
accordingly to your network. How strategically
have you built your network? A very appropriate quote that provided the introduction to
the second module:

“It’s not who you know.
It’s not even what you know.
It’s who knows what you know.”

WORKSHOPTERMINE 2021

It is not about having as many people as possible in your network, but above all about having
the right contacts. This is where the personal
or corporate brand, which was developed in
Module 1, comes into play again, because this
defines my target group.
How do I make virtual contact with a person
I don‘t know? Can I simply send a contact request without text? The participants worked
out appropriate templates together and the
networks were expanded more and more in
the course of the sessions.
The snowball principle is of course also a factor here. Through a new contact, you in turn
reach further, potential contacts.
Conclusion: Qualified contacts are only reached through qualified contact enquiries!
Module 3
Content, Storytelling & Lead Generation
How customer-centric is your content? Social
media activities often fail because companies
put themselves in the foreground and reveal
their news. But the customer is also interested
in his own problems...
In Module 3, we then came to the long-awaited topic of „content“. When creating an article, one should also orientate oneself on the
well-known W-questions. What and who do I
want to reach with the article?

Content works on an emotional level, which
should also include the personality of the author. Pictures, videos or even emoticons that fit
the article also attract attention.
Together, the group looked at a wide variety of
posts and evaluated them before they started
to work on their own postings.
The participants are now ready to place themselves in the social networks and build their
brand. This is a process that cannot be implemented overnight. The feedback from the
participants was consistently positive and the
group will continue to actively support each
other in the networks.
In the coming year, we will repeat this webinar
offer and thus our „social community“ will continue to grow.

März / April / Mai
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TRADE FAIR APPEARANCES

2020
At the beginning of the year, there was
a big topic for us - the LogiMAT 2020 in
Stuttgart.
From 10.-12. March we wanted to present
ourselves with the joint stand of the warehouse network on 116 m² and give you space
to market the network and your company.
In keeping with LogCoop 2.0, the plan was to
break new ground here as well. In order to
enable an even more targeted promotion of
our trade fair presence, we launched the theme days.
The exhibition company stuck to the implementation of the LogiMAT until March 4th,
2020. However, by order of the authorities,
the fair was canceled 6 days before the gates
opened. We have taken note of this late cancellation with regret, because not only we,
but also you as a member have invested a lot
of time and effort in preparing the trade fair
appearance. Quite apart from the immense
costs already incurred for stand construction,
marketing, catering, hotel contingents, etc.
But every crisis also harbors an opportunity.

On March 31, 2020, our special conference
with the experts took place at the virtual
logistics fair LOGfair.
The focus of our trade fair appearance this
year was our theme days with the expert panels of our cooperation members. We have so
much know-how in our ranks that it has to be
conveyed to the outside world.

Together with the organizer of
the virtual logistics fair „LOGfair“, we have therefore quickly organized a special event
for March 31th, 2020.
Here our expert panels were broadcast digitally, for everyone and without any corona risk.
Another topic on the day of the event was the
impact of CoVid-19 on the logistics industry.
Both the LogCoop warehouse network and
the LogCoop have been represented at LOGfair with their own virtual booth since then:
www.logfair.online

Our expectations were exceeded and it has
become clear that the digital change, especially in the current situation, has picked up enormous speed. A total of 410 participants registered for the expert rounds and all sessions
were very well attended. Thus we were able to
catch the failure of the LogiMAT very well and
use the time and work that we and you put
into planning the live sessions beforehand.
The situation of being spatially separated from
each other, standing in front of a camera is
new for most of them, and yet everyone has
mastered it with flying colors. Strong together
- the speakers from the circle of members and
the LogCoop team have set up a great, future-oriented project here in a very short time.
Kudos at this point to our speakers and the
two moderators Henning Metzger and Thomas Elkenhans! But everyone who was behind
the project and diligently marketed our virtual
event across all channels contributed to the
success. The number of visitors says it all. The
generated leads are now processed by us as
usual.

Anyone who missed the appointment due to
other obligations - the recordings of the expert panels are available for viewing on our
website.

TOPICS OF OUR EXPERT PANELS
•
•
•
•
•
•

FMCG, E-Fulfillment & Trade logistics
Chemical logistics
Current legal situation
International Transport- & Warehouse
logistics
Food & Fresh logistics
Building material logistics &
Transportable Forklift network

Spread over the year, we co-initiated three
more event days at the virtual trade fair. All records can be found at www.logfair.online.
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TRADE SHOWS 2021
13 - 15 April 2021 / SiTL Paris
Trade Fair for Transport and Logistics. SITL takes
place over 3 days in Paris. (LogCoop GmbH represented by Tred Union)

15 April 2021 / Logistics Day
Guided tours, lectures and more, under the motto
„Logistics makes it possible“ - take a look behind the
scenes at companies throughout Germany, exclusively and free of charge.

04 - 07 May 2021 / transport logistic
The world‘s leading trade fair for logistics, mobility, IT
and supply chain management and global industry
meeting place at Messe München.

15 June 2021 / SynLOG Day
Logistics platform for the DIY and garden industry
in Germany and Europe. The SynLOG Day will take
place at the Rohrmeisterei, Schwerte (Ruhr).

13 - 14 October 2021 / Logistics Summit
The Logistics Summit is the new trade fair and conference for digitalisation and innovation in logistics.
After a successful kick-off on 01 October this year, at
which LogCoop was also represented, the trade fair
will take place over two days in Hamburg in 2021.

TRADE FAIR APPEARANCES

2020
The „Logistics Summit“ is the
new trade fair and conference
for digitalisation and innovation in logistics.
We were represented as a partner with an exhibition stand
at this innovative event on on
october 1st 2020.
In addition to the all-day programme with 14
top-class speakers on the two main stages, the
approx. 500 visitors who accepted the invitation to the Logistics Summit were able to inform
themselves about the offers of the attending
companies on the exhibitor mile. We as LogCoop also used this opportunity to explain the
possibilities of the warehouse network and
our community to interested trade fair visitors.
In general, it can be said that this was an extremely interesting event with a comprehensive
range of information from the diverse world
of logistics.
Next year there will be a new edition of the
„Logistics Summit“ in Hamburg on 13-14 October 2021. This time it will be a 2-day event. It is
expected that this will result in an equalisation
of the entire programme and an increased opportunity for individual exchange among the
participants. We are looking forward to it!
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Campaigns
Strong together also on social media
Social networks have firmly established themselves as a channel for corporate communication. What started as a marketing trend has
now matured into a professional business.
We also actively use these channels and now
have a proud 635 followers of our company
page on LinkedIn and 691 subscribers on
Facebook.
In addition to the targeted marketing of our
cooperation and the associated services, we
have launched various campaigns that focus
on the members. We present member companies on a weekly basis and achieve a reach
of up to ~1600 organic impressions.
If you are already active on the platforms
yourself, tag us with the hashtags #logcoop,
#gemeinsamstark and we will support your
campaigns.
We are also happy to support you in implementing your own social media channels.

Do you have current topics (special features,
news, awards, etc.) from your company that
you would like to report on?
Send your topics and photos to:
socialmedia@logcoop.de
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LOGCONSULT
Tendering support
In May 2019, our member Stenkamp Logistik
GmbH received an extensive tender from an
existing customer for the mapping of the entire supply chain for handling canned food. This
request went far beyond the services offered
so far and LogCoop was therefore asked to assess the overall situation.
Conclusion: LogCoop was seen as a promising
investment by Stenkamp, as they already had
detailed knowledge of the business processes
and had a very good reputation by the client.
In the first personal meeting, at the beginning
of June, the possibilities were agreed upon and
as a result of the meeting LogCoop was commissioned to get involved in the preparation of
the offer beyond the usual consulting services.
Oliver Arthecker, who has 30 years of professional experience in the field of warehousing
& transport (incl. SCM) and as branch manager
of larger warehouse locations, was responsible for the project management on behalf of
LogCoop. He has the necessary experience to
create, calculate and present a comprehensive picture of the goods, data and information
flows.

Milestone I: Quotation preparation
•

•

•

Conceptual design of a storage solution in
accordance with the invitation to tender
- suitable warehouse location
(25,-30,000 m²)
- Integration of the LogCoop member 		
DeCeTe for container oncarriage & CC
Full cost calculation of the entire project
- container on-carriage
- customs clearance
- storage and warehouse handling and
-maintenance
- Calculation of distribution
(on the part of Stenkamp)

Preparation of the (macro) project plan with
the - in the course of the implementation
detailed trades
•

Detailed planning of recruitment
- creation and placement of positions
display via LogJobs (LogCoop)
- evaluation of the received evaluators
(> 250 applications for 3 different jobs as
a working basis for Stenkamp

•

Personal information and cost calculation
for the following trades:
- Equipment conference-/trainingroom
- Furniture, workplaces, hall etc.
- Vending machine for drinks and snacks
- Path marking & path safety
- Mobile workstation, including printer
- Security-relevant equipment (video,
alarm) in the hall, as well as access to
the building (transponder)

Preparation of the offer presentation

The submission of the 1st offer presentation
was on time! This was followed by various personal bid meetings and workshops.
Milestone II: Recalculation
The results were included in the post-calculations until the final offer was submitted to the
customer in mid-August. Afterwards, the internal fine calculation on the subject of racking and
industrial trucks with Jungheinrich was started.
At the end of September, the client‘s feedback
came: Stenkamp‘s offer was by far the best document submitted and a verbal commitment to
work together was given.
Result for Stenkamp: new turnover, new location with 30,000m² of space, approx. 30 new
employees in the first phase. The further technical support of the project was agreed between
Stenkamp and LogCoop.
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Milestone III: (Macro) Project Plan

•

Specification of the trades (some suggestions for suppliers) and integration of the
LogCoop purchasing department:
- Euro pallets for initial equipment &
exchange(> 40.000 Pal.)
- Labels and office equipment
- Wrapping film (machine & hand)
- Wet cleaning machines
- Personal protective equipment MA
- Disposal and cleaning
- Security service activation
- Green maintenance / winter service

Milestone IV: Operational start of the business
		
Ramp up on Juli 01st 2020
Phase 1:
		
Phase 2:
		
Phase 3:
		
Phase 4:
		
		
		

Storage of <40,000 pallets in 		
narrow aisle high-bay warehouse
Start of goods issue from October
1st, 2020
Processing of the full
Business from 01/01/2021
Integration of additional volumes
(shelf & block storage, VAS) on the
part of the customer to fully utili		
ze the entire area

Operationally involved by Stenkamp
LogCoop members and partners:
DeCeTe Duisburger Container Terminalgesellschaft mbH

For the organisation and implementation of
container on-carriage from the seaport of Rotterdam to the port of Duisburg, including complete customs clearance, involving the storing
customer for a volume of 1,100 - 1,800 containers p.a.
C TV GmbH
Trucking of the containers from the port of Duisburg to the Stenkamp warehouse and return of
the empty containers to the respective shipping
depot.

„

C&K Logistik, Ratingen
Personnel service provider who organises and
carries out container unloading for Stenkamp as
a subcontractor under a contract for work and
services.

In the end, our long-term logistics concept, tailored to the product and the required processes, convinced
the customer! The professional support from LogConsult made a major contribution to Stenkamp‘s success
in the tender. The detailed specialist knowledge that LogConsult brought in during the implementation
was very helpful for us and the results achieved have led to continuous satisfaction for our customer.
Thorsten Reßmann, Managing Director, Stenkamp Logistik GmbH

Führend in der Intralogistik.
Wir sind weltweit an Ihrer Seite.

Bleiben Sie gesund
und passen Sie auf sich auf.

Logistik hält die Welt im Fluss, und Intralogistik-Prozesse sind ein bedeutender Teil davon.

Wir wünschen Ihnen und Ihrer Familie alles Gute!

Effektiver und hocheffizienter innerbetrieblicher Warenfluss
ist heute einer der wichtigsten Faktoren für die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit von Unternehmen. Daher widmen wir unsere ganze
Leidenschaft der Intralogistik. Wir stellen sicher, dass Sie die
für Ihren Bedarf wirtschaftlichsten Lösungen erhalten. Unabhängig von der Branche und Unternehmensgröße.

Geben Sie aufeinander Acht und leisten Sie damit Ihren Beitrag im Kampf gegen die Pandemie. Bereits seit 2012 gibt es
bei Jungheinrich die freiwillige Restcent-Aktion, bei der alle
Mitarbeiter die Cents hinter dem Komma ihrer monatlichen
Gehaltsabrechnung an das Deutsche Medikamentenhilfswerk action medeor e.V. spenden können. In diesem Jahr
wird mit Hilfe der eingenommenen Summe von insgesamt
31.000 €, die Hilfsorganisation im Kampf gegen Covid-19
insbesondere in Tansania und im Kongo unterstützt.

Erfahren sie mehr darüber, wie wir denken und arbeiten, um
Ihre Intralogistikprozesse effizient, flexibel und zukunftsfähig
zu gestalten!

Mehr Informationen unter:
www.jungheinrich.de

Neufahrzeuge & Sonderbau: Heben, stapeln, transportieren,
kommissionieren – elektrisch, mit Verbrennungsmotor oder
von Hand? Wir haben immer das passende Fahrzeug für Sie.
Rental & Finance: Ob Kurz-, Langzeitmiete oder Finanzierung –
wir bieten Ihnen individuelle Lösungen die sich genau nach
Ihrem Bedarf richten und Ihnen maximale Flexibilität und
finanzielle Unabhängigkeit sichern.
Gebrauchtgeräte: Mit unseren JUNGSTARS profitieren Sie von
Gebrauchten, die zu den Besten im Markt zählen. Sie werden
nach höchsten Qualitätsstandards wiederaufbereitet und mit einer
12-monatigen Gewährleistung ausgeliefert – wie ein neuer Stapler.
Regalsysteme: Als Komplettanbieter finden wir die optimale
Regallösung für Sie – vom statischen übers dynamische
Regalsystem bis hin zu komplexen automatisierten Lagersystemen.
Automatisierung: Durch Anlagen mit optimalem Automatisierungsgrad heben wir die Effizienz und Performance Ihres Lagers auf ein
ganz neues Niveau. Dabei garantieren wir Ihnen höchste Prozesssicherheit. Von der Planung über die Realisierung bis zum Service
und Support.
Digitale Produkte: Digitalisierung ist auch in der Intralogistik der
Schlüssel zum Erfolg. Die Basis dafür bildet die intelligente Vernetzung des Lagers. Mit unseren digitalen Produkten unterstützten wir
Sie beim Wandel von analog zu digital und bringen Industrie 4.0
auch in Ihr Lager.
Sicherheit: Wir helfen Menschen, Waren, Lagereinrichtungen,
Maschinen und Daten durch eine Vielzahl an Sicherheitsoptionen und Assistenzsystemen zu schützen. So erhalten Sie einen
360°-Schutz für alle Bereiche Ihres Lagers.
After Sales: Der reibungslose Betrieb Ihrer Intralogistik-Lösung hat
für uns oberste Priorität. Deshalb bieten wir Ihnen für Ihre Fahrzeuge
und Anlagen mit mehr als 5.400 qualifizierten Kundendiensttechnikern zuverlässige Betreuung weltweit.
Energie: Um den effizienten Einsatz von Energie sicherzustellen,
liefern wir Ihnen als einziger Anbieter Fahrzeuge, Batterien und
Ladegeräte als komplettes Gesamtsystem aus einer Hand.

Erfahren Sie mehr unter:
www.jungheinrich.com

Shared Services

LOGCOOP PURCHASE
Packlogx – The procurement platform
for loading equipment

NEW

Onventis – The e-procurement
sourcing platform

Optimize your purchase of loading aids!
PackLogX offers you a digital, simple and efficient solution. Use our procurement platform
to purchase loading aids of all kinds, such as
EPAL Euro pallets, one-way pallets of all kinds,
lattice boxes and wooden boxes directly from
the manufacturer.
Set your individual needs on our platform, receive offers from manufacturers and choose
the most favorable conditions for you. Regardless of whether it is an individual order
or a tender, PackLogX offers you the optimal
solution for your purchase.

• Over 150 suppliers from 15 European countries
• Exclusive partnership with LogCoop
Customers from 6 countries
• Euro pallets, disposable pallets, industrial and GDP pallets etc. directly
from the manufacturer
• Set demand - receive offers
• Sale also possible

• All important suppliers in one portal
• Centrally negotiated information through the LogCoop
• Simple operation generates high user acceptance
• Cost centres and general ledger accounts in the system
• Security: ISO-certified data centre in Germany
• BME-certified SRM
• Transparent overview of all orders
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LOGCOOP
GENERAL MEMBERS MEETING
Digital conference

LogCoop Award 2020
Living cooperation & using it efficiently
In 2020 various LogCoop event formats were
established, including the LogCoop working
group „Sea freight, air freight and special transport. This was presented by Christoph Dahlmann, A.L.S. Allgemeine Land- und Seespedition GmbH.

On Monday, 30 November 2020 our plenary assembly took place digitally for the
first time. This was a new situation for
everyone and we are all the more pleased
about the high attendance rate and the
positive feedback from the members.
Not least thanks to the professional support
of B & S Multimedia Solution GmbH, our event
was broadcast bilingually in German and English, live from the Van der Valk Airport Hotel in
Düsseldorf.
Integrated into our intranet, there was a lot
of „space“ for networking and the interaction between the members was very lively.
A heartfelt thank you to all the members who
brought the event to life.
After the welcome of the participants and introduction to the day by Marc Possekel, the LogCoop part on the current development of our
cooperation followed. Besides a review of the
current year, the first milestones for 2021 were
presented.

A core topic that came up again and again was
our new intranet (MRM). Johannes Mohn from
the Sievers Group gave the participants an interesting insight into the Microsoft Dynamics
365 world, from which our MRM also originates. After a brief tour of the LogCoop intranet,
the participants then took their „lunch break“,
which was actively used for networking.
In the afternoon there was a varied programme of lectures with workshop character, so that
each participant could put together his or her
own individual agenda.
The recordings of our event as well as the presentations are available for viewing or downloading on the intranet.

With the LogCoop Award, we have again honoured a member company for special commitment this year. The vote came from the circle of members.
We congratulate Christoph Dahlmann, managing director of A.L.S. Allgemeine Land- und
Seespedition GmbH and his team on the LogCoop Award 2020! His company lives the cooperation, both nationally and internationally.
Many thanks for the commitment. Keep it up,
we are strong in the community!
#togetherstrong
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Did you
already know

?

We make you heard,
via the LogCoop Newsletter
Since the beginning of the year, we have been
sending out our LogCoop News 3-4 times a
month to all members and contacts. Here you
can find out all the news about our cooperation - current projects, event reports, member
development, purchasing news, upcoming
dates, and much more. - we keep you up to
date.

!

We support you to find
qualified specialists
The recipients are all contacts stored in the
LogCoop intranet, provided that the newsletter has not been canceled. It is sent via the
address: news@logcoop.de. If you do not receive our newsletter, please check your spam
folder. If you have any questions or problems,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Under the heading „Pinboard - from member to member“ you have the opportunity to
post your topics. Current news and information for your fellow members are welcome
here. Send us your topics to: news@logcoop.de

We create your marketing video
More and more companies are discovering video marketing for themselves. If you want to
get a lot of attention and reach on the net and
expand your online marketing, you can no longer get around videos. Videos offer many advantages over text and image-based web content. Moving images receive significantly more
attention than texts, pictures or graphics and
information can be transported more easily.
For this purpose, a LogCoop template was developed, which can be individually filled with
texts, images or even video sequences from
your company. We have already presented the
first member video at our digital general meeting. You can watch the video of WLS Spedition
GmbH here: https://youtu.be/UE2gS_ldv4Q
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Starting next year, we will create a
free video for every LogCoop member
company, if requested.
If you are interested, please contact
Alexander Terzakis:
alexander.terzakis@logcoop.de

We market the videos via the LogCoop social media channels, as well as via YouTube /
Google and make them available to you, of
course also for your own use. We are pleased
that the videos are so well received and are
already planning the first productions.

Every LogCoop member receives three free
premium advertisements per half year, for
one month each, on the central and largest job portal of the logistics industry:
www.logjobs.de.
If you have job advertisements on your company‘s website, they will be automatically inserted as standard advertisements via an interface.

We market your
warehouse locations* online
The warehouse locations of the LogCoop warehouse network members* are published
free of charge on the largest portal for warehouse space and contract logistics, www.lagerflaeche.de. The marketing is done via the
account of LogCoop Lagernetzwerk GmbH &
Co. KG, which considerably increases the coverage and saves you the administrative effort.
Value per
advertisement:
		
LogCoop
Lagernetzwerk
members save:

99,00€ / month
Duration 1 year

!

1.188,00€ / anno

In addition, the individual economic regions
with the respective warehouse locations are
marketed via separate landing pages and advertised via Google. Goal: Increase awareness
of the member location and acquire warehouse logistics enquiries.

At LOGjobs.de you can reach over 200 jobseeking specialists and managers every day.
Whether academic, commercial or industrial job offers, all sub-sectors of the transport,
contract, distribution and intralogistics industry are represented on LOGjobs.de.

!

Value per advertisement:
199,00€ / month
LogCoop members save:
597,00 € / anno

By specialising in the B2B sector and logistics,
LAGERflaeche.de is an attractive service and
advertising platform for all producers, traders,
service providers and warehouse owners who
are active in warehouse logistics. As a service
platform for warehouse logistics, the benefit
is the targeted and extremely efficient marketing or search of logistics services, logistics real
estate (warehouses, production halls, storage
areas, etc.), as well as commercial properties,
guaranteed by a specialised user group. More
than 2,900 customers now rely on the online
portal, which has been established on the
market since 2001 and has more than 80,000
visitors per year.

!

LogCoop Lagernetzwerk GmbH &
Co. KG currently uses ~ 3.500€ per
month as Google budget.

Unfortunately, the interview is only available in German.
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INTERVIEW
Prof. Dr. Stefan Iskan

Herr Prof. Dr. Iskan, wir kennen Sie als Logistikexperten mit großer Begeisterung für
diese Branche. Was genau fasziniert Sie
eigentlich so an der Logistik?
Ich komme aus einer Speditionsfamilie. Das ist
eine brutale Macher-Branche getrieben vom
Mittelstand, die sich durch Fleiß, Kundenorientie-rung und Mut behaupten muss. „Technokraten“ und „Mikro-Controller“, wie wir sie nur
zu oft in den Konzernen finden, haben hier
keine Chance. Logistik ist eine Funktion, die
im militärischen, wirtschaftlichen und zivilen
Bereich höchst systemrelevant ist und deren
Bedeutung für die allermeisten Menschen
wohl erst so richtig jetzt in der Corona-Krise
bewusst geworden sein dürfte. Gesellschaftspolitisch geächtet fliegen wir jedoch unter
dem Radar der breiten Öffentlichkeitswahrnehmung. Doch als Architekten der internationalen Waren- und Personenströme stehen wir
Logistiker an der vordersten Front der Globalisierung. Die Menschen, die weltweit in unserer faszinierenden Branche arbeiten, sind wie
Fühler. Fühler, die selbst in den entlegensten
Regionen dieser Welt Informatio-nen frühzeitig wahrnehmen und weiter transportieren
können. Was diese Logistik-Fühler mit dem
Coronavirus zu tun haben, das beschreibe ich
in meinem neuen Buch „Corona in Deutschland“.
Konnten Sie diese Euphorie während der
bisherigen Krisen-Monate bewahren?
Es stimmt schon: wir durchleben eine Zeit, in
der viele Mitmenschen auf unserer Welt nicht
unbedingt vor Zuversicht so strotzen. Und
doch möchte ich zu den LogCoop-Mitgliedern
mit voller Wucht sagen:

Nie war es besser möglich als jetzt, sich zukunftsfähig zu machen. Mit voller Entschlossenheit und brutalem Leadership. Bis vor
kurzem noch musste man die Komfortzonen
unter den Führungskräften und Schlüsselmitarbeitern aufbrechen. Diese Komfortzone ist
durch die Corona-Krise gefallen. Eine Steilvorlage für jeden Leader, um jetzt sein digitales
Industrialisierungs-Programm von innen heraus mit voller Durchzugsstärke umzusetzen.
Das macht mich euphorisch und voller Tatendrang.
Wie bewerten Sie zurzeit die wirtschaftliche Situation für Spediteure und Logistikdienstleister? Und wie begründen Sie Ihre
Einschätzung?
Ich beschreibe das sehr genau in meinem
aktuellen Buch „Corona in Deutschland – Die
Folgen für Wirtschaft, Gesellschaft und Politik“.
Vor 2023 werden wir kein Vorkrisen-Niveau
mehr erreichen. Da darf uns auch das gegenwärtige Anziehen von Volumina in einzelnen
Segmenten nicht hinweg täuschen.
Ohnehin müssen wir einfach festhalten, dass
wir uns in Deutschland seit Sommer 2018 bereits in einer Rezession befunden haben. Getragen wurden wir doch nur noch vom Konsum und dem Bausektor. Und hier hat sich
die Transport- und Logistikbranche auf den
Volumina der Hochkonjunktur aus 2011 bis
2018 nur noch ausgeruht. Zu hören war bis
vor kurzem noch; „Wir sehen zwar rückläufige

Volumina. Doch das ist nicht weiter schlimm.
Jetzt können wir auch einmal durchatmen.“
Und die gleichen, die das noch sagten, waren
dann im März und April 2020 bettelnd auf der
Suche nach dem „Toiletten-Papier“. Damit sie
überhaupt noch Ladung hatten, um für etwas
mehr als erniedrigende 50 Cent pro gefah-renen Kilometer ihre schweren Sattelzüge über
die Autobahnen bewegen zu dürfen – wenn
sie denn ihre Flotten nicht schon längst auf
dem Hof geparkt hatten.
Generell gesprochen: Denken Sie, dass Corona sich langfristig eher positiv oder negativ auf die Branche auswirken wird?
Wir als Branche gehen jetzt erst einmal genauso mit runter. Um dann aber, anders als viele andere Branchen, noch stärker als Wachstums- und Zukunftsbranche Deutschlands
dazustehen. Das sage ich hier mit voller Überzeugung. Transport und Logistik ist eine der
Zukunftsbranchen Deutschlands. Wir nehmen
eine Schlüsselrolle in einem industriepolitisch
gewollten Umbauprozess hin zu einer Industrie 4.0 Welt ein. Freilich: auch unsere Branche
ist jetzt von Kurzarbeit, Arbeitsplatzverlusten,
Insolvenzen oder gar Übernehmen nicht ver-

schont. Doch wenn Deutschland Zukunftsbranchen hat, dann sind wir eine davon. Definitiv. Neben IT, Defence, Pharma oder Food.
Von daher sehe ich die Corona-Krise für unsere Branche auch als riesen Chance. Eine Chance, viele Menschen auf unsere faszinierende
Branche aufmerksam zu machen und für die
neuen Berufsprofile zu begeistern. Und im
Übrigen wird es keine Deglobalisierung oder
ein Ende von Just-in-Time geben.
Schauen wir mal speziell auf den Mittelstand. Sehen Sie diesen gut aufgestellt,
um durch die Krise zu kommen? Warum
(nicht)?
Ich sehe überhaupt keinen Grund, weshalb ich
zwischen Mittelstand und Konzern unterscheiden sollte. Ich bleibe dabei. Die Corona-Krise
bietet einen Schatz an Chancen. Für den Staat.
Für die Unternehmen. Aber auch für jeden
einzelnen von uns! Für diejenigen Logistikbetriebe, die gut aufgestellt sind – und ich meine
das im Sinne von Finanzen und Technologie
– für die werden sich jetzt in der Corona-Krise neue Chancen eröffnen. Chancen, Startups, Technologien oder tolle Unternehmen zu
übernehmen.
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Oder sich auf die Zukunfts-Tradelanes Richtung Türkei und die Seidenstraße zu orientieren. Auf alle Routen. Aber es stimmt sicher
auch: Kon-zerne sind „Too Big Too Fail“. Von
daher trifft eine Wirtschaftskrise, wie wir sie
gerade erfahren, vor allen Dingen finanziell
auch den Mittelstand. Und anders als viele
Marktschreier oder Berater immer so behaupten: dass Deutschland in Fragen der Digitalisierung nichts zu bieten hätte, das ist schlichtweg ein Mythos. Viele Innovationen kommen
gerade von unserem Mittelstand. Auch in unserer Branche. Und wenn diese wirtschaftlich
jetzt niedergehen, dann werden diese Innovationen von den Konzernen einverleibt. Doch
anders als in der Finanzkrise 2008/2009 sind
die Banken zu Beginn der Pandemie schneller gewesen. Mindestens 6 Monate schneller
als damals. Von daher sollten viele Unternehmer – und das sehen wir im Übrigen auch bei
den Transporteuren – im Moment mit Liquidität versorgt sein. Die Banken fragen hier auch
nach. Das bedeutet jedoch nicht, dass wir eine
Reihe von stillgelegten Fuhrunterneh-mern
oder dem Fuhrpark per se auch wieder sehen
werden. Und die Logistiker, die Corona-Notkredite in Anspruch genommen haben, die
waren vor der Corona-Krise doch schon „fertig“, oder etwa nicht?
Welchen Tipp geben Sie Spediteuren und
Logistikdienstleistern, um (weiterhin) gut
durch die Krise zu kommen?
„Cash is King“ war schon das Credo in der Finanzkrise 2008/2009. Und Cash Management
steht auch jetzt in der Corona-Krise wieder
ganz oben auf der Agenda. Doch diesmal haben wir es in meinen Augen mit einer so tiefen
Krise und einem so gewaltigen Change zu tun,
aus der wir – anders als in den Krisen zuvor –
mit einem reinem, brutalen Cash Management
nicht mehr herauskommen. Staaten, Behör-

den und auch Logistikdienstleister, die neben
einem rigorosem Cash Managment nicht auch
zeitgleich massiv in Strukturen, Geschäftsmodelle, IT-Infrastruktur und Prozess-Automatisierung sowie in das „Upgraden“ bei der
eigenen Belegschaft investieren, werden nicht
mehr zukunftsfähig sein. Sie werden definitiv
nicht mehr aus dieser Krise herauskommen.
Diese Krise wird ihr Genickbrecher. Endgültig.
Das oberste Credo in der Corona-Krise muss
also lauten: Cash Management und Investieren. Parallel. Nicht profitable Kunden, oder
Konzern-Kunden, wie etwa aus der Chemie
oder Automobilindustrie, die trotz frisch abgeschlossener Neugeschäfte drohen, das Geschäft über Legaleinheiten aus dem Ausland
heraus neu auszuschreiben, wenn nicht etwa
15 bis 30 Prozent in den Frachtraten nachgelassen werden, sind endgültig abzustoßen.
Mit solchen Kunden, für die Corporate Social
Responsibility im Übrigen oftmals an der eigenen Fabrikgrenze endet, werden Dienstleister nicht mehr in die Zukunft fahren. Unsere
Branche muss selbstbewusster auftreten. Auf
vielen Routen sind manche Player regelrecht
systemrelevant. Sie wissen es nur oftmals
nicht. Daher lassen sie sich auf das Spiel noch
ein.
Vor der Krise war der Fachkräftemangel
eine der größten Nöte von Logistikern. In
einem DVZ-Artikel wurden Sie kürzlich mit
folgenden Worten zitiert: „Von Fachkräftemangel ist keine Rede mehr.“ Denken Sie
das wirklich?
Absolut. Der Fachkräftemangel in unserer
Branche ist in vielen Bereichen erst einmal vorbei. Schauen Sie doch nur, was gerade in der
Wirtschaft abläuft. Zahlreiche Unternehmen
gleich welcher Branche und Größenordnung
sind in einem Negativ-Strudel. Weltweit. Und
wo wollen diese Menschen in Deutschland

Prof. Dr. Stefan Iskan
Prof. Dr. Stefan Iskan ist Vertreter einer radikalen, digitalen Industrialisierung von Logistikdienstleistern
und zählt gegenwärtig zu den gefragtesten Umsetzern in Fragen der Erneuerung von Speditionen. Das
Wort des Professors für Automotive SCM und Digitalisierung der Hochschule Ludwigshafen hat seit
Jahren auf vielen Chef-Etagen in Konzernen und im Mittelstand Gewicht. Den LogCoop Mitgliedern ist
Prof. Iskan als Gestalter und Moderator der Innovationstage bekannt.

wieder Arbeit finden? In Unternehmen und
Berufen, die nach IG-Metall Tarifen entlohnt
werden? Sicher nicht. Denn industriepolitisch
gewollt laufen wir mit voller Geschwindigkeit in
eine technologisierte Industrie 4.0 Welt. Und
die Konsequenzen für Arbeit, Lernen, Leben
und sozialen Frieden dürften noch nicht einmal vollständig erfasst sein. Wo war denn in
Transport und Logistik in der jüngsten Zeit
der Fachkräfteengpass? Bei den Disponenten,
Tender Managern oder auch Lkw-Fahrern. Die
Disposition wird zukünftig teilautomatisiert
ablaufen. Tender Management und Data Analytics wird für viele Top Leute auch aus der Industrie attraktiv, weil sie merken: „hier sind die
Jobs der Zukunft und hier kann ich wesentlich
kreativer denken und richtig mit ge-stalten als
im IG-Metall Konzern-Verwalter-Job – überwacht von meiner Führungskraft, dem Mikro-Controller.“ Und auch bei den Lkw-Fahrern
werden wir wieder Ressourcen erleben. Weshalb? Weil die Corona-Krise vielen Menschen
in Europa und in den angrenzenden Staaten,
die diesen Job nicht mehr ausführen wollten,
die Komfortzone genommen hat. Diese Entwicklung sehen wir doch schon bei den Bewerbungszahlen auf Seiten der Dienstleister
für Bus- und Bahnfahrer im öffentlichen Nahund Fernverkehr. Warten wir die weitere Entwicklung ab.
Wie steht es denn um die Automatisierung?
Haben Logistikdienstleister hier in den vergangenen Monaten einen Fortschritt gemacht?

stationären Kontraktlogistik bis hin zu Standorten, die noch rein Excelbasiert disponieren
und überwiegend mit Auszubildenden im Lager arbeiten. Der Fortschritt hängt von einem
Faktor ab: wir haben es hier mit einer Branche
zu tun, die überhaupt kein Problem damit hat,
große Umsatzzahlen zu drehen. Doch wir sind
auch in einer Branche, die seit Jahren rückläufige EBIT- und Rohertragsmargen sieht. Im Konzern wie auch Mittelstand. Die Gründe hierfür
sind freilich vielseitig und positive Ausreißer
gibt es natürlich auch. Doch für eine Branche,
die überwiegend von mittelständischen Strukturen geprägt ist, stellt sich die Frage: können
wir uns eine Aufrüstung hin zu einer Logistik
bzw. Spedition 4.0 und alles, was damit noch
zusammenhängt, finanziell leisten?
Ist Ihrer Meinung nach Automatisierung
überhaupt so wichtig, wie viele behaupten?
Nein. Das Zielbild für meine Branche ist für
mich eindeutig. Wir als Speditionen und Logistikdienstleister müssen die Kundenschnittstelle der persönlichen Lösungsorientierung mit
einer sinnhaft gerichteten internen und externen Teilautomatisierung der Aufbau- und
Ablauforganisation besetzen. Wenn wir also
überhaupt über Automatisierung sprechen
wollten, dann vielmehr in Form einer Teil-Automatisierung. Und damit meine ich außerhalb einer stationären Kontraktlogistik in manchen Kundenbranchen. Denn nicht alles was
an Automatisierung möglich erscheint, macht
auch immer in der betrieblichen Praxis Sinn.

Unsere Branche ist extrem heterogen. Hier
finden Sie alles. Von vollautomatisierten Kleinteilelagern, Video-2-Process Lösungen in der
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Doch vielwichtiger erscheint mir die Arbeit
an unseren Prozessen. In meinen Augen sind
Connectivity und damit der Vernetzungsgrad
von Prozessen und System wesentlich bedeutsamer als die Dimension der Automatisierung. Und da dürften mir sicherlich Verlader
wie auch Dienstleister zustimmen. Digital sind
wir schon. Doch sind wir wirklich auch durchgängig vernetzt?
Menschen sind weniger ausfallsicher als
Maschinen. Was macht ihn dennoch zum
Erfolgsfaktor?
Wir als Logistiker sind nicht nur einfach ein
Baustein in einem gnadenlos optimierten Supply Chain Prozess von Industrie und Handel.
Die Menschen in dieser Branche werden auch
in Zukunft an vielen Knotenpunkten im Netzwerk ihrer Kunden unersetzbar bleiben, weil
sie vor allen Dingen eins sind: Problemlöser.
Entsprechend wird es auch in Zeiten einer
sich entwickelnden Industrie 4.0 und der damit einhergehenden Technologisierung nach
wie vor Menschen brauchen, die eigenverantwortlich Entscheidungen treffen und unter
maximaler Kundenorientierung und Beachtung der eigenen Wirtschaftlichkeit ad hoc Lösungen herbeiführen können. Dass sich dabei
jedoch schon jetzt die Berufsprofile und Technologien verändern werden, sollte jedem klar
sein. Von daher müssen wir in unserer Branche und den Unternehmen neben Leadership
Coaching in der Führungsmannschaft auch an
ein „Update“ der Berufsprofile innerhalb der
Belegschaft ran.
Automatisierung ist ja nur ein Aspekt von
vielen, die man mit Blick auf die Zukunft der
Logistik betrachten kann. Lassen Sie uns
doch einmal in alle Richtungen schauen:
Welche weiteren Faktoren sind wichtig?
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Wie sieht die Branche in Ihrer Vorstellung
in Zukunft aus?
Verantwortungsträger in unserer Branche im
Mittelstand und Konzern wissen wofür ich seit
Jahren stehe. Für eine radikale, digitale Industrialisierung der Aufbau- und Ablauforganisation. Das ist für mich das Zielbild einer Spedition 4.0. Und der Bauplan, den ich in der Praxis
propagiere, muss gnadenlosen durchgezogen
werden. Die Spedition der Zukunft arbeitet
über eine eigene Datendrehscheibe, hat eine
taktische Tagesgeschäftssteuerung, setzt konsequent ein Robust Operation Design im Management, in der Verwaltung und Operations
um, flankierst sein Tagesgeschäft mit datengetriebenen Analytics und treibt in seiner Unternehmenskultur Komptenz als neuen Status
voran. Und gleichzeitig versteht das Management, dass es sich von außen Technologie-Experten temporär reinholen und sich persönlich mit IT-Fragestellungen auseinandersetzen
muss. Unsere Branche muss sich transformieren im Verständnis. Wir sind zukünftig IT-Buden mit Assets in Fuhrpark und stationären
Logistikimmobilien. Nicht andersherum.
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Was denken Sie, wann dieses Bild Realität
sein wird?
Wie gesagt, unsere Branche ist extrem heterogen. Manch meiner Kun-den kommt diesem
Zielbild schon extrem nahe. Andere befinden
sich auf einem guten Weg dorthin. Und andere wiederum werden es niemals schaffen.
Weshalb? Die falschen Leute und verlorene
Geschwindigkeit, die nicht mehr aufzuholen
ist. Das gilt genauso für ihre Kunden. Die Verlader. Sogar aus dem Konzern.

Henning Metzger
Mitglieder Management
+49 (0) 211 - 976334 - 25
henning.metzger@logcoop.de

